We consider the intersection of two research fields: transfer learning and statistics on manifolds. 
Introduction
In computer vision, manifold-valued data arise often. The advantages of representing such data explicitly on a manifold include a compact encoding of constraints, distance measures that are usually superior to ones from R n , and consistency. For such data, statistical modeling on the manifold is generally better than statistical modeling in a Euclidean space [12, 18, 29, 39] . Here we consider the first scalable generalization, from R n to Riemannian manifolds, of certain types of transfer learning (TL). In particular, we consider TL in the context of several popular tangent-space models such as Gaussian distributions (Fig. 1b) , PCA, classifiers, and simple linear regression. In so doing, we recast TL on manifolds as TL between tangent spaces. This gen- While ordinary translation is undefined (c), and data transport is expensive, a model can be inexpensively transported (green) while preserving data statistics (d).
eralizes those R n -TL tasks where models learned in one region of R n are utilized in another. Note, however, that we do not claim that all R n -TL tasks have this form.
Let M denote an n-dimensional manifold and let T p M and T q M denote two tangent spaces to M , at points p, q ∈ M . One cannot simply apply models learned in T p M to data in T q M as these, despite both being isomorphic to R n , are two different spaces: A model on T p M is usually not even defined in T q M ; see Fig. 1c . Such obstacles, caused by the curvature of M , do not arise in R n -TL. To address this we could parallel transport (PT) [7] the data from T p M to T q M , learn a model of the transported data in T q M , and use this model in T q M . In fact, this brings us back to the setting of ordinary R n -TL whose methods are now transparently applicable. The question whether this idea is statistically useful depends on the application and the data of interest; our experiments show that the answer is often positive.
Unfortunately, this solution scales poorly: Transporting data is expensive. This is particularly true for large datasets or when the PT has no closed form. Also, the value of q (which determines T q M ) is sometimes only available at test time, and neither the transport nor the learning can be done offline. Our key contribution is to prove that, for a fairly large class of important models, one never has to transport the data. Rather, not only is it possible to transport the model but we also prove that the resulting model is identical to what would have been gained from the expensive data-transport-based approach mentioned above. Loosely speaking, we prove that learning commutes with parallel transport. Consequently, the computational complexity of our framework is not proportional to the size of the dataset; rather, it is proportional to the complexity of the model. It also frees us from having to store or access the training data during test time.
Our model transport (MT) framework is straightforward to apply yet it allows us to solve seemingly difficult problems with surprising results; e.g., we find that on a manifold of mesh deformations [12] , observations of people with normal Body-Mass Index (BMI) help modeling high-BMI people. Similarly, we show that the transported shape model of women, learned from many examples, improves a shape model of men learned from only few examples. We also show that MT is useful for classifiers of image descriptors encoded as Symmetric Positive-Definite (SPD) matrices [40] . To conclude, we present a framework that will enable researchers to apply R n -TL ideas to manifold-valued data while being transparently-scalable to large datasets.
Previous Work
Manifold-valued data are ubiquitous in computer vision. The SE (3) and SO(3) groups are omnipresent while spherical data appear in omnidirectional images [26] , normalized features [20] , pre-shape spaces [21] and surface normals [37] . Articulated poses are represented by rotations or length constraints [18, 27] . A square root of a probability density function is a point on the unit sphere [35] . Anatomical variability is captured via certain Lie groups [15] . Diffusion-tensor images yield orientation distribution functions (e.g. [8] ) or SPD matrices (e.g., [1] ). The latter are also used as image descriptors [40] . Flow patterns are described by matrix Lie groups [23, 42] while infinitedimensional diffeomorphisms are used for nonrigid image deformations (e.g. [2] ). Kendall's shape spaces are also manifolds [21] . The Grassmannian captures affine shapes [3, 34, 39] . Mesh deformations enable a tractable generative framework for deformable triangular surfaces [12] . See [36, 44] for additional shape spaces.
Statistics on manifolds is often done via parametric models on tangent spaces, e.g. [11, 12, 17, 28, 33, 37, 39, 41] , but alternatives (not considered here) exist, e.g. [4, 10, 19, 38] . Statistics on manifolds (our work included) is different from manifold learning, where a low-dimensional latent manifold is learned from data in R n . In contrast, here M is known and the goal is to model statistics of M -valued data.
We do not advocate a specific manifold or a specific Riemannian metric and we do not seek to define a new tangentspace model. Rather, we strive for an efficient TL framework that applies to many manifolds and many models. We base our method on PT but emphasize we are not the first to use PT in statistical computer-vision tasks: PT has been used in other, non-TL, applications; e.g. [24, 25, 30, 39] . Our approach differs from such work in, not only the application, but also how PT is used: We PT models, not data.
Transfer Learning: Using R n -valued data from one dataset in an inferential task on another is a classical TL problem (e.g. [5] ). A model learned from one set can be a prior for a model learned from the second [22] . Models can also be learned independently and then be combined [32] . One may also use two mixture models, one per set, which share a component [6] . There are many other examples of TL; a full review is beyond our scope. Surprisingly, despite the success of TL in R n , the ubiquity of manifold-valued data, and the effectiveness of statistics on manifolds, R n -TL solutions have yet to be generalized to manifolds. Note that our M -valued data setting should not be confused with that of [14] , where, for R n -valued data, they exploit the geometry of a space of models. Also, in manifold alignment [16] , TL is done via estimating a latent low-dimensional manifold shared by two R n -valued datasets, while in our setting the data lie on a known manifold, and our goal is TL across it. Wei et al. [42] share information across a Lie group using PT. Particularly, they PT bases that span linear subspaces of the Lie algebra. Unfortunately, their choice of PT does not preserve inner-products so second-order statistics are distorted. Thus, they cannot transport covariances, and their transported PCA models are distorted. Our approach does not have this problem, is applicable to more models (e.g., regression and classification) and does not require M to be a Lie group. Hauberg et al. [17] transport covariances in a tracking application. Our method differs in the application, applies to a broader class of models, and also sheds new light on their procedure, by showing it can be justified in a concrete statistical sense. Closely related to ours, is a very recent work by Xie et al. [43] who use PT for PCA models in a shape space (whose elements are shapes, not shape transformations). Their work is not focused on MT in general, and while they apply PT to PCA eigenvectors, they do not justify why this is optimal. Our work does not only fill this theoretical gap but also treats PT of regressions/classifiers which are not covered in [43] .
Mathematical Background
Assuming familiarity with basic Riemannian geometry (see [7] for an introduction), we sketch the additional background required for our method. Henceforth, M is a geodesically-complete Riemannian manifold of dimension n, and d :
we let Exp p and Log p denote its associated Riemannian exponential and logarithmic maps.
Statistics on Manifolds
We review relevant notions in statistics on manifolds [11, 28] . Various concepts from classical statistics in R n can be generalized to M . A popular approach utilizes tangent spaces. Let
, generalizes the R nnotion of sum-of-squared-distances. A local minimizer of Q (called the Karcher mean) can usually be efficiently computed [28] . Let μ denote the Karcher mean. A covariance is defined via the covariance of the data as expressed in
As [11] . If the p i 's are labeled, and
are seen as the independent variable, then we can define a simple linear regression (for R-valued labels) or a logistic regression (for binary labels) 1 . Our treatment of both cases is similar and we may assume, without loss of generality, that the labels are real. Such problems should not be confused with those where labels are M -valued, but the independent variable is real (e.g. [10] ).
Parallel Transport
In R n , data and models can be moved from one region to another via ordinary translation. On M , this fails; e.g. if x ∈ T p M then x+q −p is rarely in T q M . Similarly, models cannot be naively translated; e.g. a covariance, which can be viewed as a bilinear form over one tangent space, cannot be simply translated to another (Fig. 1c) . The same applies for linear regression (a linear functional over a particular tangent space) and other models. However, vectors can be moved from T p M to T q M using a well-known tool called parallel transport (PT), to be defined as follows 2 . Suppose every smooth curve c : [24, 25, 39] . In what follows, c, s, and t are either clear from the context or their particular values are immaterial to the discussion, and thus we use Γ as short for Γ c s,t ; when it is also clear which Γ is used, we write x instead of Γ(x).
Criteria (1-3) are met by various collections of maps and so there exist many types of PT. A metric parallel transport (MPT) is one that preserves inner-products: x, y p = x, y q for every x, y ∈ T p M . Thus, orthogonality and distance between vectors are preserved. This criterion too can be met in various ways and so there exist various types of MPT. Note that an MPT preserves second-order statistics: when applied to T p M -valued random variables, their variances and correlations are unchanged. Also, every MPT is an invertible linear map; cf . [13] . Finally, given the MPT of choice, there still remains the technical issue of how to compute it. The solution may be analytical or only numerical, depending on the case. See also discussion in [24, 25] .
Parallel Transport for Transfer Learning

The Euclidean Setting
Before the manifold setting, we start with a simpler Euclidean one. Consider the following typical TL tasks.
Task I: The training set consists of two
p(x S ) be the unknown generating distributions. Our interest is in modeling {x S j } using either a normal distribution or PCA. Suppose N S is sufficiently large to estimate the mean of p(x S ), but that it is too small to yield a reliable estimate of a covariance or a PCA subspace.
Task II: The training set consists of two R n -valued datasets, {x
, the x i 's being labeled; N B need not be smaller than N A . With y 
The Manifold Setting
This work considers analogous tasks but in the more general and challenging manifold setting. Specifically, we express each M -valued dataset in the tangent space at its Karcher mean. In Task I, given two M -valued datasets,
, reusing the symbols p and q to denote the means (the labels are still either binary or real). The goals are as before, but now the space of interest is T q M , while the statistics we hope to leverage are in T p M . Thus we cannot immediately use the latter in the the former.
Solutions Can Be Based on Parallel Transport
-But What Objects Should We Transport?
Any type of PT can be used to move data from T p M to T q M but for TL we restrict the choice to the MPT class in order to preserve second-order statistics. More generally, there are many ways, including non-parallel, to move data from T p M to T q M , but all create some distortion due to the curvature of M . Without prior knowledge it is sensible to pick the approach which distorts the data the least. This is provided by a particular choice of MPT, called the LeviCivita (LC) PT [7] which is widely used in computer vision. When prior information is available it may, however, be better to pick another MPT that utilizes it (see [24, 30] for examples in image registration tasks). Our framework holds for all choices of MPT. Fix an MPT Γ, and let C denote the computational cost associated with transporting a single vector. C increases with dim(M ) = n and also depends on M and Γ (particularly, it is higher when Γ is not given in closed form). The solutions below differ in their costs as they apply Γ to different numbers of vectors.
Solution 1 -data transport. The most direct solution is to transport the data from T p M to T q M using an MPT. This places the data from T p M in T q M while preserving second-order statistics of the data. Unfortunately, the computational cost can be high. If N is the size of the dataset, the cost is NC; e.g., a large N L makes Γ({x
, intending to learn a fused model in T p M , will not help if a large test set in T q M has to be transported to T p M in order to apply the model. Solution 2 -basis transport. If the number of data points N is larger than the manifold dimensionality n we can lower the computational cost by transporting the basis of T p M . This is done by transporting the natural basis, i.e. the columns of the n × n identity matrix. If L denotes the matrix of the transported basis vectors, then the MPT can be computed by a multiplication by L (i.e. a change of basis). This has cost nC as we must transport n basis vectors (plus the cost of the multiplication by an n × N matrix).
A Third Solution -Model Transport
In practice, both solutions are typically computationally expensive. Fortunately, often there is no need to transport either the data or the basis: it suffices to transport the model. In which case, the number of transported vectors is determined by the model complexity, and is fixed w.r.t. n and N . Below we show how this is done. For Tasks I and II, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 imply that after being learned in T p M , a model can be then transported to T q M and we will get exactly the same results as with the expensive solutions above. We provide the proofs in the supplemental material [13] . 
In words: (a) means that X andX share singular values and right-singular vectors, but the left-singular vectors ofX are exactly the parallel-transported left-singular vectors of X. The model in (b) is equivalent to first
and standard devia-
, and then transporting the
while keeping the standard deviations unchanged. Proposition 4.1 substantially extends a previous result [17] , derived in the context of the Kalman filter, which states that the parallel transport of a T p M -covariance yields some valid T q M -covariance. Thus, Proposition 4.1 not only provides the basis for a compact TL framework for transporting covariances and PCA models on manifolds, but also sheds a new light on an existing tracking algorithm; note it also provides further mathematical justification to the method used in [43] .
Our next proposition provides a similar result for simple linear regression. But first, we need some preliminaries. Let p and q be in an n-dimensional geodesically-complete Riemannian manifold M . Let the inner-products on T p M and T q M (implied by the Riemannian metric) be defined by
where A p and A q are SPD. Let
⊂ R denote their labels, and let L : T p M → T q M denote the linear transformation associated with some MPT along a smooth curve in M from p to q. A simple linear regression model T p M → R has the following form:
Here α 0 ∈ R, while α and A −1 p α are regarded 5 as elements of T p M . Let l i : R → R + be a loss function associated with y i (e.g.,
2 is a square loss).
and set γ = A q LA
An equivalent version of Proposition 4.2 holds for a logistic-regression model (transported using the same expression we used here for γ); we omit the details. Unlike in Proposition 4.1, in Proposition 4.2 we do not require the presence of an ambient space R n nor do we impose a particular metric. In fact, it is easy to prove a slightly different version of Proposition 4.1 where these restrictions are removed. However, showing this requires more notational clutter which might obscure the main idea.
Note that for transporting PCA, the cost is kC (k vectors are transported); for linear/logistic regression, it is C (1 vector). By now it should be apparent that similar results can be derived for many other models. The desired commutativity of learning and transport holds for any model where the data enter the equations only via inner products; e.g., in an SVM model one may transport the support vectors.
Applying Transported Models
Henceforth we will assume Γ :
) and set, by abuse of notation, Σ Γ = Γ(Σ L ). We can use Σ Γ as a 5 Formally, α and A covariance on T q M or, letting Σ S = cov({q j } NS j ), we may combine them; e.g. using shrinkage estimation [32] :
and first k S eigenvectors of Σ S respectively (we take k S = N S ), and
V F , which we regard as a fused model, contains k L + k S vectors and is able to generalize better than V S as it also contains the transported variation from T p M . To enable a direct comparison with V L or V Γ , we can also restrict the combined model to have the same dimensionality by using only
and let V λ represent the k L -dimensional PCA subspace of X λ . This is simply weighted PCA, where we treat vectors in V Γ as examples weighted by the standard deviations. In both Eqs. (5) and (6), the larger λ is, the stronger is the influence of {p i } NL i . We think of this influence as regularization. The value of λ may be chosen by cross-validation.
Transported regression models or classifiers can be utilized in a similar way. More generally, a transported model can either be applied as is in T q M , or it can be adapted (or fused with a T q M -model) using R n -TL methods.
Results
MT is applicable on many manifolds; here we experiment with two of these, using only real, non-synthetic data.
PCA Transport and Shape Deformations
For Task I, let M be the manifold of triangular-mesh deformations, proposed in [12] . Points on M are deformations of 3D shapes from a template mesh. M is a Lie group (though it is not a requirement for MT) made out of 21550 copies of a 6-dimensional Lie group, which is isomorphic to the product of three smaller ones, including SO(3); thus, n = 129300. While here we do not advocate a particular manifold nor does our work focus on shape spaces, this M enables us to easily demonstrate the MT framework. The data consist of aligned 6 3D scans of real people [31] . On this M , the LC PT is computed as follows: For the SO(3) components of M , a closed-form solution is available [9] , while for the rest we use Schild's ladder (see, e.g., [17, 24] ).
From Venus to Mars. We first illustrate the surprising power of MT. The training data contains N L = 1000 shapes of women (Fig. 1a, red; shown here on a 2D manifold for illustration) but only N S = 50 shapes of men (blue), where all shapes are represented as points on M . As it is reasonable to expect some aspect of shape variation among women may apply to men as well, we model the shape variation of men while leveraging that of women. We first compute the Karcher means for women and men denoted p and q, respectively (Fig. 2a-2b) . We then compute their PCA models,
and k S = 50), as well as V Γ = Γ(V L ). For an animated illustration see [13] . We also compute V F and V λ using the procedures from Sec. 4.4. We evaluate performance on 6 MT also applies to some shape spaces that do not require alignment. 1000 test male shapes, whose deformations serve as ground- Fig. 3 (left) . To visualize, we average the SGE, per triangle, over all test examples, and display these per-triangle errors over the mesh associated with μ (Fig. 4) . Figure 4a shows that V L performs very poorly; a shape model of women fails to model men. While the errors for V S are much lower (Fig. 4b) , there are still noticeable errors due to poor generalization. The surprise is Fig. 4c , which shows the result for V Γ : the PT dramatically improves the female model (Fig. 4a) to the point it fares comparably with the male model (Fig. 4b) , although the only information used from the male data is the mean. Combining transported and local models lets us do even better. Figure 4d shows that V F significantly improves over V S or V Γ . Figure 4e shows the regularized model, V λ , which has the same dimensionality as V L and still performs well. Figure 5 shows selected results for test bodies; see [13] for additional results and reconstructions. From Normal-Weight to Obesity. A good statistical shape model of obese women is important for fashion and health applications but is difficult to build since the data are scarce as reflected by their paucity in existing body shape datasets [31] . This experiment is similar to the previous one, but both the data and the results are of different nature. Here, we have 1000 shapes of women with BMI ≤ 30 but only 50 shapes of women with BMI > 30. We compute means and subspaces as before. Figure 2c shows q, the high-BMI mean; p, the normal-BMI mean, is not shown as it is very similar to p from the gender experiment. Figures  3 (right) and 6 summarize the results. Compared with the gender experiment there are two main differences: 1) Here V Γ is already much better than V S so fusion only makes a small difference. 2) Error bars (Fig. 3, right) are larger than before (Fig. 3, left) due to the limited amount of test data available for high-BMI women; this is truly a small-sample class: we were able to obtain only 50 test examples. Compared with using V S , reconstruction is noticeably improved using our method (V F ). In both experiments, results for V λ look nearly identical to V F , and are not shown. See [13] for individual reconstruction results.
Ground Truth
VL (Women) VS (Men) VΓ (PT) V F (Fuse)truth. Let V ∈ {V L , V S , V Γ , V F , V λ }.
Classification Transport and Image Descriptors
For Task II, our data consist of facial images 7 and the goal is binary facial-expression classification. Images are described by SPD matrices that encode normalized correlations of pixel-wise features [40] . Each quarter of an image is described by a 5 × 5 SPD matrix, yielding an image descriptor in M = SP D (5) 4 . PT is computable by 7 From www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/˜vision/FaceBase ⊂ T q M improves performance to 67%. Thus, for the same unannotated {q j } N B j , MT improves over the baseline. Note we had to PT only one vector; even for such a small dataset the speed gain is already significant.
Conclusion
Our work is the first to suggest a framework for generalizing transfer learning (TL) to manifold-valued data. As is well-known, parallel transport (PT) provides a principled way to move data across a manifold. We follow this reasoning in our TL tasks, but rather than transporting data we transport models -so the cost does not depend on the size of the data -and show that for many models the approaches are equivalent. Thus, our framework naturally scales to large datasets. Our experiments show that not only is this mathematically sound and computationally inexpensive but also that in practice it can be useful for modeling real data.
